First fragment of R. Locke’s journal

5th October.

I’m still not convinced that coming from England to this strange and clearly different country was a sensible move. I don’t have time for a pointless vacation, and this whole issue might be nothing more than a false lead… However, the presence of another demon hunter, Alex, in the area convinces me that it is not the case. It’s someone I don’t know much about, but who I know from experience not to underestimate. We first encountered each other on Facebook, in one of the artifact-related groups. I have to admit that this Alex knows her stuff. I don’t know though if I should be worried or happy that I can learn something new.

Today we’re supposed to meet in person. You could say we already did that online, but I always think that social media makes it too easy to create yourself to trust the image they show you. Sure, I can see pictures, I can see post history, but still, I only know as much about the person as they want me to. It’s probably why I’m so stressed about this. I don’t know what to expect, not really, and I have such big expectations anyway…

We set a meeting on a plaza in the city center.

Your task:

* Create two photo reports showing the routes Alex and Robin took on their way to the meeting. Each report should consist of 10 pictures.
* The pictures should show interesting places, views worth remembering and elements pointing to what Alex likes and what Robin likes. Get inspired by what the members of your team enjoy.
* Alex and Robin are two separate individuals. Make sure their photo reports are also different, whether in chosen topic, framing or filters. It is a good moment to think about what kind of people they both are.
* Both reports should end with the same, 21st picture, in which the players present Alex and Robin’s meeting spot. All team members should be in the picture, reenacting their meeting.

After completing the task, post your photo reports in your team thread on Facebook. Then go back to the checkpoint to receive your First Key and the next fragment of R. Locke’s journal.

Second fragment of R. Locke’s journal

8th October.

We just can’t talk enough. I know I came here to find the Book and avenge my family, but instead, I wander with Alex through flea markets, cafés and bookshops, talking more about each other than about keys and the Book. I don’t think it’s about distracting me from my work. Although Alex also wants to acquire the artifact, we agreed to work together. After all, in theory our goal is the same: to rid our world of demons.

She’s the kind of person I expected. Full of energy, lively, laughing every time I say something that sounds – as she calls it – “typical for every hunter”. Well, maybe I am more sullen, or maybe it’s my English upbringing. I like when Alex laughs, she does so loudly and she is not in the slightest bothered by my presence. And she has pretty eyes. Alex is okay.

Yesterday we spent a wonderful afternoon in a place full of books. We were supposed to look for tips for finding the Book, but we ended up stuck somewhere between the popular fiction, fantasy and children section. I forgot how much I liked to read. As a kid, I devoured books one after another, no matter the contents. There was something endearing about the moment when Alex helped me find old editions of books that my mother read to me when I was little. Alex says that books are the mirrors of the soul because they tell more about us than we expect. And I swear, when she said that, it really didn’t sound as cliché as it does when I write it now.

Your task:

* You have 30 minutes to complete this task.
* Find a place full of books.
* Decide which books were most important for Robin, and which for Alex. Why did they like them? Were they connected to an important moment in their lives or a specific feeling? Take pictures of the books’ covers.
* Make four videos, 30 seconds each, in which every team member will present a book that is important to them and explain why this certain work/topic/convention is significant to them.

After completing the task, post the four videos and two pictures in your team’s Facebook thread. Then go back to the checkpoint to receive your Second Key and the next fragment of R. Locke’s journal.